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Create a nighttime wonderland 
in your backyard
SAm® and SAL® color-changing pool and spa lights produce brilliant  
underwater color lighting effects that transform your pool or spa into  
a luminous nighttime wonder. SAm is the f irst, brightest, and world’s  
number one choice for automated color-changing swimming pool lighting, 
while SAL is a compact package that creates the same dramatic,  
spectrum-wide color effects in spas.

SAm® Spectrum Amerlite® 
SAL® Spectrum AquaLight® 
Automated Color-Changing Pool and Spa Lights

Revel in a continuously changing underwater light show. Or, pause 
and bathe your pool or spa in a single captivating color. Both SAm 
and SAL produce breathtaking color at the flip of a switch, and allow 
you to explore the ultimate in nighttime lighting effects:

l Synchronize color changes in your pool and spa by combining 
SAm and SAL for dramatic color harmony across your backyard. 

l Create a truly unique and spectacular swimming colors effect 
from one end of your pool to the other with the IntelliTouch® 
automation system and our exclusive Swimming Colors™ program. 

l Orchestrate a symphony of swimming color across your pool, 
spa, and your entire backyard by using IntelliTouch to synchronize 
multiple SAm lights with SAL and FIBERworks® fiber optic lighting.

It’s no wonder SAm and SAL are the world’s premier color-changing 
lighting systems. No other lighting gives you the freedom to create 
your own unique and magical nighttime pool and spa environment.



Brighter, more breathtaking
SAm and SAL automated color-changing pool and spa lights  
are still the industry standard for reliable performance and 
breathtaking lighting impact. Here are just a few of the  
features that place SAm and SAL above the competition:

UL listed for use in swimming 
pools, spas and water fountains.

Pentair’s color-changing technology 
creates natural, subtle transitions 
between colors.

SAm’s twin 75-watt halogen bulbs provide  
illumination equivalent to 300 watts of  
incandescent light – for brilliant color effects. 

SAL’s 35-watt halogen bulb – equal to a 75-watt 
incandescent bulb – produces vivid color in your spa.

Both last longer than 
other underwater halogen 
bulbs – up to 4,000 hours.

Tailor the coverage of your SAm lighting – a simple 
quarter turn of the lens switches the standard beam 
to a wide-angle pattern, for maximum light coverage.

One-Year limited Warranty. 
See warranty for details
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Available from:

SAm® Spectrum Amerlite® 
SAL® Spectrum AquaLight® 
Automated Color-Changing Pool and Spa Lights

Also ask your Pool Professional about: 
FIBERworks® fiber optic pool and spa perimeter and landscape lighting systems 
that immerse your entire backyard in the distinctive glow of fiber optic lighting. 

IntelliTouch® and EasyTouch® control systems that automatically monitor and 
control pool and spa equipment and other backyard features with simple push 
button programming from a variety of wired and wireless controllers.

MagicStream™ laminars that create totally clear, uniform arcs of moving  
water originating from either your pool deck or surrounding landscape. At night, 
these translucent streams are brilliantly colored with either an LED or fiber optic 
light source.
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